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A B S T R A C T

Loblolly pine (LP; Pinus taeda L.) is an economically and ecologically important tree in the southeastern U.S. To
advance understanding of the loblolly pine (LP; Pinus taeda L.) genome, we sequenced and analyzed 100 BAC
clones and performed a Cot analysis. The Cot analysis indicates that the genome is composed of 57, 24, and 10%
highly-repetitive, moderately-repetitive, and single/low-copy sequences, respectively (the remaining 9% of the
genome is a combination of fold back and damaged DNA). Although single/low-copy DNA only accounts for 10%
of the LP genome, the amount of single/low-copy DNA in LP is still 14 times the size of the Arabidopsis genome.
Since gene numbers in LP are similar to those in Arabidopsis, much of the single/low-copy DNA of LP would
appear to be composed of DNA that is both gene- and repeat-poor. Macroarrays prepared from a LP bacterial
artificial chromosome (BAC) library were hybridized with probes designed from cell wall synthesis/wood de-
velopment cDNAs, and 50 of the “targeted” clones were selected for further analysis. An additional 25 clones
were selected because they contained few repeats, while 25 more clones were selected at random. The 100 BAC
clones were Sanger sequenced and assembled. Of the targeted BACs, 80% contained all or part of the cDNA used
to target them. One targeted BAC was found to contain fungal DNA and was eliminated from further analysis.
Combinations of similarity-based and ab initio gene prediction approaches were utilized to identify and char-
acterize potential coding regions in the 99 BACs containing LP DNA. From this analysis, we identified 154 gene
models (GMs) representing both putative protein-coding genes and likely pseudogenes. Ten of the GMs (all of
which were specifically targeted) had enough support to be classified as intact genes. Interestingly, the 154 GMs
had statistically indistinguishable (α=0.05) distributions in the targeted and random BAC clones (15.18 and
12.61 GM/Mb, respectively), whereas the low-repeat BACs contained significantly fewer GMs (7.08 GM/Mb).
However, when GM length was considered, the targeted BACs had a significantly greater percentage of their
length in GMs (3.26%) when compared to random (1.63%) and low-repeat (0.62%) BACs. The results of our
study provide insight into LP evolution and inform ongoing efforts to produce a reference genome sequence for
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LP, while characterization of genes involved in cell wall production highlights carbon metabolism pathways that
can be leveraged for increasing wood production.

1. Introduction

Loblolly pine (LP; Pinus taeda L.; 2n=24), is a highly important
commercial tree species in the United States (Plomion et al., 2007). It is
the leading forest tree for timber, pulp, and paper industries in the
southeastern U.S. (Plomion et al., 2007), and because of its relatively
rapid growth, there is an interest in LP as a non-food lignocellulosic
biofuel feedstock and a carbon sequestration tool (Daystar et al., 2014;
Stainback and Alavalapati, 2002; Galbe and Zacchi, 2002; Frederick
et al., 2008).

Improvement of LP through classical breeding approaches is in-
efficient due to its relatively long generation time. However, improved
understanding of the LP genome may facilitate tree improvement
through marker-aided breeding and genetic engineering. The extremely
large size (1C=21.6 Gb; O'Brien et al., 1996) and complexity of LP's
genome has presented challenges for its characterization (Plomion
et al., 2007; Morse et al., 2009). The large genome size has primarily
been attributed to an extensive accumulation of interspersed repeats,
with the most significant contribution from long-terminal repeat ret-
rotransposons (Morse et al., 2009; Ahuja and Neale, 2005; Ritland,
2012; Wegrzyn et al., 2013). In spite of the challenges, conifer genomic
resources such as ESTs, full length cDNAs, SNPs, fosmid sequences, and
transcriptome and protein profiling data are becoming increasingly
available (Ritland, 2012; Wegrzyn et al., 2013; Kirst et al., 2003; Lorenz
et al., 2006; Cairney et al., 2006; Bérubé et al., 2007; Lorenz et al.,
2012; Dauwe et al., 2011; Pavy et al., 2008). To accelerate LP genomic
research, we constructed a large bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)
library (> 1.8 million individual clones) for the LP genotype 7-56
(Magbanua et al., 2011). More recently, second-generation DNA se-
quencing and novel assembly strategies were used to prepare a high-
density gene map and a draft genome assembly of LP (Wegrzyn et al.,
2014; Neale et al., 2014; Neves et al., 2014; Zimin et al., 2014, 2017).
As of March 15, 2018, the draft genome for LP is still highly fragmented
(1.76 million scaffolds; contig N50= 28,106 nt; https://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/assembly/GCA_000404065.3/) and gene information re-
mains largely incomplete.

The objectives of the present study were to characterize the LP
genome as a whole using Cot analysis and to structurally annotate 100
LP BAC clones that were selected from our 1.8 million clone BAC library
in order to explore pine gene distribution and identify genes responsible
for LP's adaptive and economic traits. The Cot analysis indicates that
the pine genome is 80% repetitive DNA and is characterized by a large
proportion of highly diverged repeats, an observation that concurs with
results from the LP genome project (Neale et al., 2014). By screening
macroarrays representing a portion of the LP BAC library with overgo
probes designed from cDNA sequences of wood development genes, we
selected 50 “targeted” clones, each identified using a different cDNA-
based probe. Additionally, we selected 25 clones based on their low-
levels of repetitive DNA (as determined by macroarray screening) and
25 clones at random. The 100 BACs were Sanger sequenced, assembled,
and annotated. BLASTn comparison of the cDNAs from which overgo
probes were designed and BAC sequences indicated that 80% of the
targeted BACs contained either all or some (22–100% query coverage)
of the cDNA sequence used to target them. Using a MAKER pipeline
including several gene prediction programs and cDNA support led to
discovery and characterization of ten known wood formation genes and
identification of an additional 144 gene models. Of note, another re-
search group independently analyzed the same BAC sequences
(Wegrzyn et al., 2013), but reported only one gene in the 100 BACs.
Thus, our analysis represents an improvement on a previous effort, and

provides insight into gene abundance and distribution in the LP
genome. The results of this study provide insight into the overall
structure of the pine genome while generating gene data that will fa-
cilitate molecular investigations of mechanisms governing wood for-
mation.

2. Methods

2.1. Cot analysis

Young needles of LP were obtained from grafted ramets of the clone
“7-56” (Ralph et al., 1997). The needles, kindly provided by Interna-
tional Paper, were sent to the Peterson lab wrapped in wet paper towels
and sealed in plastic bags on wet ice (4 °C). Nuclear DNA isolation was
performed as described previously (Peterson et al., 1997) with minor
modifications as detailed in Additional File 1-Sections A–B. The DNA
was evaluated using spectrophotometry where A260 was used to esti-
mate DNA quantity and A260/A280 was used to estimate purity with
regard to protein (all values were adjusted for light scatter at A320). The
A260/A280 ratio was always> 1.8. The purity of isolated DNA was also
examined by digestion with HindIII (New England Biolabs) at 37 °C for
1 h where quality DNA exhibited complete digestion as determined
using agarose (1% w/v) gel electrophoresis. Of note, we found that the
needles could be stored at 4 °C for up to 3months with no change in the
nuclear DNA quality or yield.

DNA shearing, removal of metal ions from sheared DNA, and pre-
paration of 0.5 M sodium phosphate buffer (SPB) are described in detail
in Additional File 1-Sections C–D. In summary, nuclear DNA was
sheared into fragments with a mean length of 450 bp using a Misonix
Sonicator 3000. The sheared DNA was passed through a Chelex column
to remove metal ions. Millipore Centriplus YM-30 columns were used to
concentrate the sheared DNA and exchange the TE buffer with 0.5M
SPB. Some of the DNA in 0.5M SPB was diluted with water to produce
solutions with SPB concentrations of 0.12 and 0.03M.

Aliquots of sheared DNA (25 μg/ml) in 0.03M SPB and 0.12M SPB
were degassed and used to produce melting curves as previously de-
scribed (Liu et al., 2011; Peterson et al., 1998, 2002). Cot analysis was
performed as previously described (Liu et al., 2011). With the exception
of a few of the highest Cot points (see below), each Cot point was
prepared using the following steps:

(a) A 100 μg aliquot of sheared pine DNA (450 bp fragments) dissolved
in 0.5, 0.12, or 0.03M SPB was placed in a PCR tube. The DNA
concentration of the sample, as determined using an Agilent 8453
spectrophotometer, was converted into moles of nucleotides per
liter.

(b) A Cot value was chosen for the sample based upon its relative DNA
concentration and the buffer in which it was dissolved. The re-
association time in seconds (t) for the Cot value was determined
using the formula t=Cot/C·B where C is the nucleotide con-
centration in moles per liter and B is a buffer factor that accounts
for the effect of buffer cation concentration on reassociation. The
values of B for 0.03, 0.12, and 0.5 M SPB are 0.0133, 1, and 5.8157,
respectively (Britten et al., 1974). Reassociation times were selected
so that no sample was incubated for< 1min or> 72 h to reach its
designated Cot. Cot values of DNA samples in SPB ranged from
10−5 to 200,000M·s.

(c) A tube was placed into an MJ PTC-100 thermocycler with a “hot
bonnet” lid. The tube was heated to 95 °C for 10min and then
immediately cooled to a temperature 25 °C below the melting
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temperature for DNA in that SPB (see above) as is standard in Cot
analyses (Peterson et al., 1998, 2002).

(d) The sample was allowed to reassociate until the target Cot was
reached. The sample was then immediately diluted in 10–100 vo-
lumes of 0.03M SPB to effectively stop reassociation.

(e) The diluted DNA was loaded onto a 1.2 ml HAP column prepared in
a 3ml syringe barrel. Single-stranded DNA was eluted by adding
0.12M SPB to the column. Double-stranded DNA was eluted by
adding 0.5M SPB. Elution of single- and double-stranded fractions
was monitored by spectrophotometry (A260) as described pre-
viously (Liu et al., 2011).

(f) For a particular Cot value, the fraction of DNA that had reassociated
was determined as detailed previously (Peterson et al., 1998).

The genome of LP is extremely large making it is nearly impossible
to reach some of the highest Cot points (> 20,000M·s) using standard
techniques. Thus, we employed the ASE buffer technique to perform
reassociation for Cot values > 20,000M·s (see Additional File 1-
Section F). The seven Cot points prepared using the ASE technique were
20,000, 50,000, 100,000, 250,000 (two replicates), 500,000, and
1,000,000M·s. Reassociation was halted using 100-fold dilution in
0.03M SPB. All other steps of fractionation were performed as de-
scribed for SPB.

A best-fit Cot curve was generated from Cot data using CotQuest
(Bunge et al., 2009). Highly-repetitive and moderately-repetitive Cot
components were isolated as described previously (Peterson et al.,
2002).

2.2. BAC library screening

The LP BAC library we constructed was utilized for this study. The
preparation of the 4× 4 macroarrays (each containing 18,432 double-
spotted clones) and the screening/hybridization procedure were per-
formed as described elsewhere (Magbanua et al., 2011). One hundred
BAC clones (Table 1) were selected according to the following scheme:

(1) Targeted BAC clones – BAC macroarrays representing approxi-
mately 2.3 genome equivalents (2.3×= thirty 4×4 macroarrays)
of LP DNA were screened with 73 overgo probes designed from
cDNAs believed to represent genes associated with carbon meta-
bolism, wood development, gene regulation (transcription factors),
intracellular signaling, and/or disease resistance. Screening a 2.3×
library affords roughly 90% probability of obtaining any sequence
of interest (Plomion et al., 2007). Each overgo probe (consisting of
a 22 bp forward and a 22 bp reverse sequence sharing an 8 bp
overlap) was designed from a 36 bp cDNA region with a GC content
of approximately 50%. Overgos were labeled with 32P-dATP and
32P-dCTP. The cDNA molecules, their GenBank accession numbers,
and the overgo sequences designed from them are presented in
Additional File 2-Worksheet A.
a. Primary screen – Macroarrays were subjected to an initial screen

which was split into two batches; batch 1 was performed with 25
overgos while batch 2 was performed using the remaining 48
overgos. The screening strategy employed in screening batch 1 is
described in Additional File 1-Section G. A similar strategy was
used for batch 2 except that the pooling pattern was in a 6× 8
array with fourteen probe pools. Plate and well coordinates of
positive BAC clones were determined from BAC macroarray
hybridization patterns using manual deconvolution (Additional
File 1-Section H).

b. Secondary screen – Positive BAC clones (from the primary
screen) were used to inoculate wells in microtiter plates thus
creating a BAC sublibrary. The sublibrary clones were used to
create macroarrays, and the macroarrays were screened with
overgo row and column pools; this allowed each overgo (and
ostensibly the cDNA from which it was designed) to be assigned

to one or more BACs (see Additional File 1-Section H).
c. Selection of targeted clones for sequencing – All positive clones

identified in the secondary screen were analyzed using NotI di-
gestion (to release inserts from the BAC vector) and pulsed-field
electrophoresis to verify that the clones contained insert DNA
(see Additional File 1-Section H). Of the overgo probes, 42 of 73
(57.5%) hybridized to between one and seven clones, 28.8%
(21/73) hybridized to more than seven clones, and ten did not
produce a hybridization signal. As only a part of the LP BAC
library was screened, we anticipated that some overgos would
not find corresponding BAC clones. In cases where more than
one clone was identified for a probe, we selected the clone with
the highest signal intensity. If signal intensity was roughly
equivalent, the clone with the largest insert was selected. Fifty of
the BAC clones, each identified by a different overgo probe, were
then selected for sequencing (Additional File 2-Worksheet B).

(2) Low-copy sequence clones - The first BAC macroarray prepared
from the library (which contains 18,432 BAC clones) was screened
using Cot-fractionated highly-repetitive and moderately-repetitive
DNA components (see above). Briefly, 100 ng from the highly- and
moderately-repetitive components were separately labeled with
32P-dCTP, pooled, and used as to probe the macroarray. Twenty-
five clones with inserts> 100 kb that showed little or no obvious
hybridization to the repetitive DNA were chosen for sequencing.
Additionally, the chosen “low-repeat” BAC clones were not re-
cognized by the cDNA-based overgo probes (see Additional File 1-
Section H).

(3) Random clones - Clones selected at random from the BAC library
were examined by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, and the 25 with
the largest insert sizes (that had not been selected as targeted or
low-copy clones) were chosen for sequencing.

2.3. BAC sequencing

BAC DNA was isolated from a single bacterial colony and purified
using a Qiagen MaxiPrep column (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). DNA was
sheared to yield 3–4 kb fragments using Adaptive Focused Acoustics
technology (Covaris, Woburn, MA) that were cloned into the plasmid
vector pIK96 as previously described (Ferris et al., 2010). Universal
primers and BigDye Terminator Chemistry (Applied Biosystems, Grand
Island, NY) were used for Sanger sequencing of randomly selected
plasmid subclones to a depth of 10×.

The Phred/Phrap/Consed suite of programs was used to assemble
and edit the sequence with following assembly parameters: -vector_-
bound 20 -minmatch 30 -maxmatch 55 -minscore 55 (Ewing et al.,
1998; Ewing and Green, 1998; Gordon et al., 1998). After manual in-
spection of the assembled sequences, finishing was performed by re-
sequencing plasmid subclones and by gene-walking on plasmid sub-
clones or the BAC clone using custom primers. All finishing reactions
were performed using dGTP BigDye Terminator Chemistry (Applied
Biosystems). Finished clones contained no gaps and were estimated to
contain less than one error per 10,000 bp.

Table 1
Summary of pine BAC clones sequenced.

Number of targeted BAC sequences 49a

Number of low-repeat BAC sequences 25
Number of random BAC sequences 25
Total base count (bp) 11,597,749
Minimum BAC length (bp) 8288
Maximum BAC length (bp) 172,161
Mean BAC length (bp) 115,977
GC content 38%

a While 50 targeted BACs were sequenced and assembled, one of the
targeted BACs (AC241291.1) was found to contain fungal DNA and was
eliminated from further study.
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A list of the BAC clones that were selected for sequencing and their
corresponding GenBank accession numbers are presented in Additional
File 2-Worksheet B.

2.4. Success of targeting

As described above, overgo probes were designed based upon cDNA
sequences representing genes ostensibly involved in carbon metabo-
lism, wood formation, disease resistance, etc. To determine the relative
success of BAC targeting, blastn was used to align each overgo-targeted
BAC with its corresponding cDNA. The query coverage, E value, max bit
score, total bit score, and identity values were recorded for each suc-
cessful cDNA-BAC alignment.

2.5. Repeat identification

The homology-based repeat identification tools RepeatMasker (Smit
et al., 2013) (RMLib: 20140131 & Dfam: 1.2) and RepeatRunner (Smith
et al., 2007), powered by the sequence search engine AB-BLAST (an
updated form of WU-BLAST; Tarailo-Graovac and Chen, 2009), were
used to identify repeats in the LP BACs. RepeatMasker was used to
compare BAC sequences with the Viridiplantae section of the Repbase
repeat database (release 05-10-2010) while RepeatRunner used its de-
fault te_protein.fasta file as a blastx database. Default parameters were
used with all programs. RepeatRunner was used to compare a library of
known mobile element proteins to those regions of LP BACs not re-
cognized as repeats by RepeatMasker.

2.6. Gene identification

BAC sequences were annotated using the genome annotation pipe-
line MAKER (version 2.2 installed in high performance computing
clusters at Mississippi State University), which identifies and masks out
repeats using RepeatMasker and RepeatRunner (see above), aligns EST
and protein homology evidence to a target genome using BLAST and
Exonerate (Slater and Birney, 2005), produces ab initio gene

predictions using appropriate scripts, and automatically integrates all
these data to produce final gene models with evidence-based quality
statistics (Yandell and Ence, 2012; Holt and Yandell, 2011; Campbell
et al., 2014). LP expressed sequences (EST, cDNA, and mRNA) from
GenBank were used as direct evidence for exon prediction. Annotated
coding and protein sequences available for LP (http://pinegenome.org/
pinerefseq/) were also utilized as further evidence. Ab initio gene
predictions were made inside of MAKER by Augustus (Stanke et al.,
2004). Furthermore, FGENESH (Solovyev et al., 2006) and Genemark
(Lomsadze et al., 2005) ab intio prediction programs were incorporated
exogenously into MAKER using the pred_gff parameter. These programs
have not been optimized to search for conifer genes; indeed, at the time
of the analysis the choices of plants were limited to Arabidopsis and
wheat, both of which are separated from the gymnosperms (including
LP) by 310million years (Li et al., 2015). For better or worse, the gene
finding parameters for wheat (Triticum aestivum) were used in all three
ab intio predictors. Final annotations generated using MAKER were
visualized using the Artemis genome viewer (Rutherford et al., 2000)
for manual curation. To identify homologies, we conducted blastn
alignment to the NCBI GenBank non-redundant nucleotide database,
using an e-value threshold of 1e-10. Ten complete genes were identified
and characterized; the genes are annotated in their corresponding BAC
submissions, and they have their own unique GenBank protein acces-
sion numbers (AHX74218.2-AHX74225.2, AHX59161.2, and
ANA07245.1).

2.7. Comparison of BAC sequences to draft LP genome

Our 100 LP BAC sequences were compared to the draft LP genome
using blastn (v2.2.30) with default filtering and alignment parameters.
Additional File 2-Worksheet B shows each BAC accession (query), the
LP draft genome scaffold id (subject) with the highest query coverage
per subject, and the query coverage per subject for each BAC sequence.
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Fig. 1. Cot curve for loblolly pine. All Cot analysis results are presented in the figure. A least-squares curve was fit through the data points (circles) using the CotQuest
program (Bunge et al., 2009). The curve consists of highly repetitive (HR), moderately repetitive (MR) and single/low copy (SL) components, and a triangle, a
diamond, and a square mark the Cot½ values of the HR, MR, and SL components, respectively. The brackets centered at a particular Cot½ marker show the “two Cot
decade region” in which 80% of the sequences in that component will renature (Peterson et al., 2002). Information for each Cot component is shown to the right of its
position on the Cot curve. Rep. Freq.= repetition frequency; KnCx= kinetic complexity, the amount of novel DNA sequence in a particular component. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Cot analysis

Melting curves were generated for sheared LP DNA in 0.03, 0.12,
and 0.5M SPB, and melting temperatures (Tm) for DNA in each buffer
were determined using first-derivative analysis. The Tm for LP DNA in
0.03, 0.12, and 0.5M SPB are 75.7, 83.8, and 91.8 °C, respectively. For
DNA dissolved in buffers with a monovalent cation concentration
(Mmvc) between 0.01 and 0.2M, the GC content of the DNA can be
calculated using the formula %GC=2.44 (Tm-81.5-16.6 logMmvc)
(Mandel and Marmur, 1968). The LP DNA samples in 0.03M SPB
(Na+=0.045M) and 0.12M SPB (Na+=0.18M) result in %GC esti-
mates of 40.4% and 42.9%, respectively (average=41.7%). The LP GC
content of 41.7% as determined by DNA melting is similar to the GC
percentage for LP determined by draft genome sequencing (38.2%;
Neale et al., 2014) and the GC contents determined for five other pines
by flow cytometry (39–40%; Bogunic et al., 2003).

The CotQuest nonlinear regression model that provided the best fit
of the renaturation kinetics data was a three-component fit where the
reassociation rate (k) of the slowest reassociating component was fixed,
based on the genome size of LP (see Peterson, 2005 for details). The
CotQuest program detected one Cot point that was a statistically valid
outlier. However, removal of the outlier from the data had no impact on
the best-curve model chosen by the program or on the biological values
derived from the curve. As per CotQuest user instructions (Bunge et al.,
2009), the complete data set should be used if outlier removal has no
effect on model selection. The CotQuest program also has the ability to
generate Cot curves using both “Gauss” and “Marquardt” numerical
search algorithms. Both algorithms produced essentially identical re-
sults for LP. The Marquardt fit of the complete data set was chosen to
characterize the LP genome. The LP Cot curve and the major biological
findings obtained from curve analysis are shown in Fig. 1. Of note, the
curve is composed of highly repetitive (HR), moderately repetitive
(MR), and single/low-copy (SL) components accounting for 57.2, 23.9,
and 10.2% of the genome, respectively. Because the reassociation rate
of the SL component was fixed based upon the genome size, the re-
sulting curve cannot be used to estimate the LP genome size. The SL
component supposedly has a repetition frequency of 1. To determine
the repetition frequency of the MR and HR components, the Cot½ value
of the SL component was divided by the Cot½ values obtained for the
MR and HR components, respectively (Liu et al., 2011). The mean
predicted repetition frequencies of sequences in the MR and HR com-
ponents are 14 and 5428, respectively. Fold back DNA and un-
reassociated (ostensibly damaged) DNA, features of all Cot curves (see
Peterson, 2005 for review), accounted for 1.2% and 4.74% of the
genomic DNA, respectively.

As with other conifers (see MacKay et al., 2012), the LP genome is
extremely large. Collectively, HR and MR components account for
81.1% of the genome. Our estimate of repeat content agrees with pre-
vious reassociation kinetics studies of four other closely related conifers
– specifically, Pinus lambertiana, P. resinosa, P. banksiana, and Picea
glauca – where the results indicated that about 70–80% of each of these
genomes is repetitive DNA (Rake et al., 1980). Likewise, analysis of the
draft genome sequence of LP led to the conclusion that the genome of
LP was 82% repetitive (Neale et al., 2014). Of note, our previous Cot
analysis of the more distantly-related conifer, Taxodium distichum (bald
cypress), which has the smallest conifer genome (9.7 Gb; Hizume et al.,
2001), was found to possess a higher proportion of repetitive DNA
(90%; Liu et al., 2011).

Our Cot analysis indicates that 10.2% of the LP genome is single/
low-copy DNA. Cot curve-based SL estimates for Pinus lambertiana, P.
resinosa, P. banksiana, and Picea glauca are 2–3 times higher (20–30%;
Rake et al., 1980) than the percentage we obtained for P. taeda. How-
ever, there are several reasons to believe that the previously published
SL estimates (Rake et al., 1980) may be flawed. First of all, it appears

that the authors “normalized” their Cot curves by distributing the fold
back and unreassociated DNA fractions, common to all Cot curves
prepared using hydroxyapatite chromatography, between the kinetic
components. In other words, the sum percentage of DNA in the kinetic
components for each curve (in Rake et al., 1980) add up to 100% re-
association, although in reality reassociation never actually starts at 0%
or ends at 100% (Britten et al., 1974; Peterson et al., 2002). Such
“normalization” of Cot curves ostensibly inflates the contribution of
some or all components and is not recommended as the natures of fold
back and unreassociated fractions have not been well studied (Peterson
et al., 2002). Additionally, the Cot components elucidated by Rake et al.
(1980) were determined by eyeball identification of linear regions
within the Cot curve, a practice that is more subjective and likely to
lead to error than utilization of a curve-fitting program designed for
analyzing Cot data (e.g., NNNBAT, Pearson et al., 1977; and CotQuest,
Bunge et al., 2009). Assuming that our 10.2% estimate of SL DNA is
correct, the SL component of pine (21.6 Gb×0.102=2.2 Gb) is still 14
times larger than the Arabidopsis thaliana genome (156Mb; Bennett and
Leitch, 2005). As LP has no more than two times as many genes as
Arabidopsis (Neale et al., 2014; Swarbreck et al., 2008), it is clear that
much of the SL DNA in LP is non-coding DNA (see Section 3.7 Gene/
repeat-poor DNA below).

3.2. Contamination and potential chimeric inserts

BLASTn analysis was conducted on all the BACs as part of the
characterization process. Of note, one randomly selected BAC
(AC241292.1) was found to contain at least 94,714 bp of DNA that
showed significant homology to the genome of the conifer root-rot
fungus Heterobasidion irregulare, and hence this BAC was eliminated
from additional analyses. A second targeted BAC (AC241334.1) was
found to contain about 1000 bp of conifer chloroplast DNA near its
center. However, the remainder of the BAC appeared to contain LP
nuclear DNA as it showed its strongest BLAST hits to 20 of our other LP
BACs and a Picea glauca mRNA sequence (total bit scores between 2171
and 206,100) and appeared to have 65% of its length in an LP draft
genome scaffold. The clone may be chimeric, although it is possible
(though less likely) that a piece of chloroplast DNA was integrated into
the LP 7-56 genome and detected by BAC sequencing. This BAC was
included in further analyses.

3.3. Targeted BACs

BLASTn analysis indicates that of the 50 targeted BAC clones, 40
possess a region(s) that shows significant alignment to the cDNA from
which the overgo was designed (E values range from 0 to 6.00E-42, and
total bit scores range from 387 to 6366). Thus our success rate at ob-
taining BACs with high level identity to the cDNAs used to target them
was 80%. Twenty-nine of the 50 targeted BACs (58%) contained what
appeared to be an intact or nearly intact copy of the target cDNA while
11 (22%) contained portions of coding sequence, but appeared to lack a
full-length target gene. Ten of the 50 clones were false positives (i.e.,
they did not contain the target cDNA or the overgo probe). As discussed
above, one of these false positive BACs contained fungal DNA and was
eliminated from further evaluation. Of the remaining nine, we dis-
covered in post-sequencing analysis that one clone (GenBank Acc.
AC241313.1) was targeted using an overgo of unknown origin with no
sequence similarity to any of the cDNAs, LP BACs, or any sequence in
GenBank. We are certain human error was responsible for design and
inclusion of the mystery overgo in the experiments. While we are not
certain why the false positive percentage (20%) was relatively high, we
do note that deconvoluting macroarray hybridization images can be
difficult considering the high density of clones (18,432 double-spotted
clones) per macroarray, i.e., human error is very possible.

The BLASTn results are summarized in Additional File 2-Worksheet
C.
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3.4. Repeat analysis

The pine genome is rich in repeats, and there are a number of ex-
cellent papers discussing the repeat sequence content of LP (Morse
et al., 2009; Kovach et al., 2010; Neale et al., 2014), including an in-
dependent repeat analysis of the BAC clones we sequenced (see
Wegrzyn et al., 2013). We did, however, use RepeatMasker and Re-
peatRunner to mask out known repeats prior to gene model identifi-
cation. A glance at the masking results suggest that 16.49% of the nu-
cleotides in the complete 99 BAC set belong to known plant repeat
groups. This low percentage of repeats is not particularly surprising as
Wegrzyn et al. (2013) noted that in their attempts to characterize re-
peats in pine DNA (including the BACs in this study), homology-based
methods yielded an estimated repeat content of only 27% for LP; it was
not until ab initio repeat identification approaches were utilized that
the repeat percentage rose above 80%. The focus of Wegrzyn et al.
(2013) was on repeats, and their use of multiple ab initio repeat iden-
tification programs allowed them to show that LP contains many se-
quences that contain repeat structural features – suggesting that they
are derived from repeat sequences – that are not repetitive (i.e., are
found in a single-copy per 1C genome) or only found in two or three
copies. Of the 6270 full-length transposable element families they dis-
covered, 82% were annotated as single-copy (Wegrzyn et al., 2013;
Neale et al., 2014; Wegrzyn et al., 2014). We did not screen the BACs
with the 6270 transposable element family representatives, in part
because DNA sequences with mobile element-like features that are
found only once in a genome are arguably not repeats. More im-
portantly, the analysis of Wegrzyn et al. was extremely thorough, and
we were not looking to replicate their analyses. Instead our focus was
on genes which were not the primary focus of their paper (see below).

Of interest, the repeat content of the different pine BAC types (low-
copy, random, and targeted) have statistically indistinguishable mean
values (Table 2; see Additional File 2-Worksheet F for statistical tests).
This finding could mean that low-repeat BACs (chosen based on their
relative lack of hybridization with Cot-isolated repeats) do not actually
have fewer repeats than random and targeted clones. However, because
so many pine repeats are found in low-copy numbers and/or have not
been described, it would require considerably more analysis of the BACs
to determine if the different BAC types truly are similar with regard to
repeat content. While Wegryzn did a detailed evaluation of the repeat
content of the BACs, they considered the BACs as a single group, so
their results cannot be used to draw conclusions about the repeat dis-
tributions in the different BAC types.

Our admittedly limited homology-based results do agree with pre-
vious studies showing that LTR retroelements are the dominant repeat
type in LP with members of the Gypsy subclass being more common
than those from the Copia subclass (Table 3). LTRs retrotransposons are
one of the primary agents underlying genome expansions in both
gymnosperms and angiosperms (Morse et al., 2009; Ahuja and Neale,
2005; Kovach et al., 2010).

3.5. Comparison of BAC sequences with draft LP genome sequence

The 99 BAC clones were compared to the draft LP genome sequence
using BLASTn. Parameters were set so that we could get a rough esti-
mate of how much of each BAC clone was found within the LP draft
genome (Additional File 2-Worksheet B). Nine of the clones
showed>90% sequence identity to scaffolds/contigs in the draft
genome. Five showed 80–89% sequence identity, sixteen exhibited
70–79%, twenty-five had 60–69%, twenty-two showed 50–59%, twelve
exhibited 40–49%, and ten had 30–39%. The minimum query coverage
was 33% while the maximum value was 99%.

3.6. Genes and gene models

The 99 BAC clones containing LP DNA were analyzed using

combinations of similarity and ab initio gene prediction approaches.
These analyses resulted in discovery of 154 gene models (GMs) – see
Additional File 2-Worksheet E. Of these, ten were full-length genes
known to be involved in wood formation and carbon metabolism. These
“verified” genes, which were all found within the targeted BAC set,
include two GDP-mannose pyrophosphorylases (i.e. GMP2 and GMP1),
caffeoyl-CoA O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT), laccase (LAC8),
Korrigan endoglucanase (KOR1), two cellulose synthases (CesA1 and
CesA2), phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL), sucrose synthase (SuSy1),
and a MYB transcription factor (MYB8). The predicted structures of the
verified genes are shown in Fig. 2, and each is discussed in more detail
below.

The remaining 144 GMs represent a combination of possible coding
genes (one or more open reading frames, ORFs, flanked by a tran-
scriptional stop and start codon) and likely pseudogenes (sequences
with homology to known genes but lacking stop and/or start codons)
(Table 3 and Additional File 2-Worksheet D). Despite the temptation to
do so, we refrained from defining each GM as a possible coding gene or
pseudogene as it is well known that even a GM that has all the expected
parts of a protein coding gene may never be translated, while a se-
quence without all the features of a protein-coding gene may be tran-
scribed and/or translated.

The 154 GMs (including the 10 characterized genes from targeted
BACs) had roughly equal distributions in the targeted and random BAC
clones (15.85 GM/Mb and 13.18 GM/Mb, respectively). However, the
low-repeat BACs contained 2–2.5-fold fewer GMs (6.44 GM/Mb).
Interestingly, if the total length of GMs is presented as a fraction of BAC
length, the differences between the BAC types are more pronounced. As
shown in Table 3, the targeted and random BACs contain 5.3 and 3.0
times more of their length in GMs than do low-copy BACs. The mean
GM length in targeted BACs (2063 bp) is significantly different from the
mean GM lengths for random (1387 bp) and low-copy (952 bp) BACs
while the difference between the low-copy and random BAC GM length
means is not statistically significant (α=0.05) (see Additional File 2-
Worksheet F for statistical test results).

In an initial, independent analysis of the 100 pine BAC clones pro-
duced by our research team, another research group (Wegrzyn et al.,
2013) found only one gene (which they did not identify by name). Our
analysis indicates that the BAC clones are significantly richer in genes
and GMs than previously suggested. In our experience, even minor
changes in script parameters can make enormous differences in the
number of gene models identified by bioinformatics programs. Such
minor differences could account for the discrepancy between our results
and those of Wegrzyn and her colleagues.

Table 2
Repeat distributions (% total length) in the pine BAC sequences based on
RepeatMasker & RepeatRunner analyses.

All BACs
(n=99)

Low-
repeat
(n=25)

Random
(n=25)

Targeted
(n=49)

Class I -
retroele-
ments

LINEs 0.26 0.64 0.17 0.18
LTR-Copia 4.75 3.09 4.82 5.31
LTR-Gypsy 7.24 7.31 7.60 6.99
LTR-uncertain 0.50 0.40 0.75 0.40
Other
retroelements

0.34 0.17 0.51 0.30

Class II - DNA
transposons

TIR 0.15 0.37 0.10 0.10
Helitron 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Maverick 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00
Simple
repeata

2.21 3.57 2.01 1.83

Unspecified 1.03 0.94 1.07 1.04
Totals 16.49 16.51 17.03 16.16

a Simple repeat includes low complexity sequences and satellite DNAs.
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3.7. Gene/repeat-poor DNA

The Cot analysis indicates that the single/low copy component of
the LP genome is 14 times the size of the Arabidopsis genome. However,
the number and size of genes in pines is not 14 times greater than that
of Arabidopsis; LP has an estimated gene model number of 50,172 while
Arabidopsis has 37,898 genes and 4843 pseudogenes (https://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genome/4). While LP has some genes with exceed-
ingly long introns (e.g., the longest known LP intron is 319 kb) and high
average intron lengths (2.7 kb), intron size is insufficient to explain the

large amount of single-copy DNA in pine (especially when one con-
siders that LP introns are enriched for transposons) (Wegrzyn et al.,
2014). Consequently, it appears that much of the LP single/low-copy
DNA is both gene- and repeat-poor.

What is the origin of gene/repeat-poor DNA in LP? Because poly-
ploidy events in conifers are extremely limited and exceedingly ancient
(Li et al., 2015), it is unlikely that large-scale deterioration of dupli-
cated genes is responsible for gene/repeat-poor DNA. A much more
likely explanation is that LP experienced a number of mobile element
amplification events followed by extended periods of repeat sequence

Table 3
Gene model (GM) information by BAC type.

BAC type Number of GMs
identified

Cumulative BAC assembly
length (bp)

Total bp in GMs Mean GMs/
Mb

Mean percent length in
GMs

Mean GM length
(bp)

Mean exon number per
GM

Low-repeat 14 2,175,369 13,348 7.08 0.62 953.43 2.14
Random 46 3,490,770 63,835 12.61 1.63 1387.72 2.24
Targeted 94 5,931,610 194,026 15.19 3.26 2064.11 3.15

Fig. 2. Intron-exon structures of ten characterized genes related to loblolly pine wood formation. The acronym for a gene and the accession number for the BAC in
which the gene is found is to the right of its model. The numbers at each end of a gene indicate its position within its BAC clone.
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divergence, a hypothesis that has been propounded on numerous oc-
casions (Morse et al., 2009; Wegrzyn et al., 2013; Neale et al., 2014). In
an analysis of completed angiosperm genomes, El Baidouri and Panaud
(2013) showed that mobile element amplification typically occurs in
short duration evolutionary bursts usually involving one mobile element
family. Each burst is typically followed by a series of events that result
in the elimination of many/most repeat copies; such events include
deletions, unequal recombination, and deletion-biased double strand
break repair (El Baidouri and Panaud, 2013; Schubert and Vu, 2016).
However, draft genome analyses of conifers (LP, Picea glauca, and Picea
abies – Neale et al., 2014; Birol et al., 2013; Nystedt et al., 2013) and
other gymnosperms (Gnetum montanum and Ginkgo biloba – Wan et al.,
2018; Guan et al., 2016) indicate that this clade does not eliminate
repeats in an efficient manner (see Pellicer et al., 2018 for review)
leading to mobile element accumulation. In support of this notion,
Cossu et al. (2017) found that unequal recombination between LTR
retroelements, which tends to result in repeat elimination, is less fre-
quent in conifers than in small genome angiosperms. With this said,
gymnosperms are not the only plant genomes that carry significant
amounts of repetitive DNA that has diverged to the point of being no
longer repetitive. Members of the lily genus Fritillaria (1C= 30–100 Gb;
Kelly et al., 2015), whose genomes are larger than conifer genomes,
also appear to have ancient, highly-diverged repeats. While one might
conclude that inefficient repeat elimination is limited to species with
massive genome sizes, Amborella trichopoda (1C=0.87 Gb) also has a
genome characterized by ancient, highly diverged repeats (Amborella
Genome Project, 2013).

All conifers have large genomes and amazingly stable chromosome
numbers (e.g., all but three of the 156 Pinaceae species for which
chromosomes have been counted have a chromosome number of
n=12) (Murray et al., 2012; Pellicer et al., 2018), it is logical to think
that many of the large retroelement bursts that contributed to gene/
repeat-poor DNA occurred early in conifer evolutionary history. An
ancient origin of the sequences in gene/repeat-poor DNA would be
consistent with tremendous sequence heterogeneity.

3.8. Carbon metabolism and wood-formation genes

We identified ten full-length genes that code for proteins involved in
carbon metabolism and wood formation. Below is a summary of these
genes and their roles in LP:

(A) Cellulose synthase (CesA) - Cellulose, the most abundant biopolymer
on earth, is a major component of wood (Nairn et al., 2008). Cel-
lulose is synthesized at the plasma membrane by large membrane-
localized protein complexes with each complex containing several
structurally similar cellulose synthase (CesA) subunits encoded by
different members of the CesA gene superfamily and the cellulose
synthase-like (Csl) gene family (Harris and DeBolt, 2010; Brown,
1996; Saxena and Brown, 2005). Since the first CesA gene was
characterized in cotton, more CesA and Csl gene sequences have
been identified in various plant species including ten CesA se-
quences in Arabidopsis, forty-five CesA/Csl sequences in rice (Oryza
sativa), and twelve CesA sequences in corn (Zea mays) (Pear et al.,
1996; Wang et al., 2010; Appenzeller et al., 2004; Endler and
Persson, 2011). Further, recent research progress in wood forma-
tion has led to the identification of CesA sequences in tree species of
great economic value, including seven and eighteen CesA genes in
Populus tremuloides and Populus trichocarpa respectively, six CesA
genes from Eucalyptus grandis, and ten CesA genes in LP (Nairn
et al., 2008; Palle et al., 2011; Joshi et al., 2004; Djerbi et al., 2005;
Ranik and Myburg, 2006). In our analysis of the BAC clones, using
a combination of similarity and ab initio gene prediction ap-
proaches, we identified and characterized two CesA genes (i.e.
CesA1 and CesA2) which are 7.4 kb and 11.1 kb in length respec-
tively. Sequence alignment showed that both genes have 99%

sequence identity (E-value=0) to the CesA1 and CesA2 sequences
previously identified in EST collection of LP (Nairn and Haselkorn,
2005). Also, CesA1 shared 75–99% (E-value=0) sequence identity
to CesA homologs of Pinus radiata, Pinus pinaster, and Cunninghamia
lanceolata. LP CesA1 is composed of fifteen exons separated by
fourteen introns and LP CesA2 is composed of sixteen exons sepa-
rated by fifteen introns (Fig. 2). Intron-exon structure of LP CesA
genes is quite similar to the poplar (Populus tremuloides) CesA
homologs; both poplar and LP CesA genes range from 4.8–7.2 kb in
size and possess 11–14 introns which suggests that these genes
might be structurally and possibly functionally conserved (Joshi
et al., 2004).

(B) KORRIGAN (KOR) – Apart from cellulose synthases, a membrane-
anchored cellulase (an endoglucanase) involved in primary and
secondary cell wall synthesis has been identified in both gymnos-
perms and angiosperms, including forest tree species such as white
spruce (Picea glauca) (Maloney et al., 2012), LP (Nairn et al., 2008),
and hybrid poplar (Populus alba× grandidentata) (Maloney and
Mansfield, 2010). More specifically, β-1,4-endoglucanase (EC
3.2.1.4), encoded by the KORRIGAN (KOR) gene, has been linked
to cellulose biosynthesis and/or deposition in plant cell walls
(Mølhøj et al., 2002). We identified a KOR gene which is 3 kb in
length sharing the highest sequence identity with the LP KOR
(98%) and Picea glauca KOR (92%) at 0 E-value. The LP KOR gene
is organized into five exons and four introns (Fig. 2); this organi-
zation is shared with Arabidopsis, Picea glauca, and Populus tremu-
loides KOR orthologs (Maloney et al., 2012; Stival Sena et al.,
2014). KOR is believed to be involved in cell plate formation during
cytokinesis (Zuo et al., 2000), xylem vessel development
(Szyjanowicz et al., 2004), cellulose synthesis and deposition in
secondary xylem of various species including Populus spp., in-
dicating the important role for KOR's in wood formation (Maloney
and Mansfield, 2010; Yu et al., 2014). Moreover, the rescue of the
Arabidopsis thaliana kor1-1 irregular xylem and dwarf phenotype by
the expression of endogenous KOR from white spruce (Picea glauca)
revealed functional conservation of KOR gene between gymnos-
perms and angiosperms (Maloney et al., 2012). However, the pre-
cise mechanism by which KOR protein is involved in cellulose
synthesis remains unknown.

(C) Sucrose synthase (SuSy) – Genes encoding sucrose synthase (SuSy,
EC 2.4.1.13) have been demonstrated to be involved in cellulose
biosynthesis; SuSy cleaves sucrose to produce fructose and UDP-
glucose, and the latter serves as a precursor for cellulose bio-
synthesis (Fujii et al., 2010; Guerriero et al., 2010). Overexpression
of SuSy genes resulted in elevated cellulose synthesis (up to 6%
over control levels) in poplar (Coleman et al., 2009), increased
plant height and biomass in tobacco (Coleman et al., 2006), and
accelerated leaf expansion and enhanced fiber production in cotton
(Xu et al., 2012). Gene expression profiling studies revealed that
SuSy transcripts were highly abundant in LP wood forming tissues
along with other transcripts for the cellulose synthase complex
(Nairn et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2004; Whetten et al., 2001). With
emerging genome sequence data, multiple members of SuSy gene
family have been identified and characterized in various species,
including six SuSy genes in Arabidopsis (Baud et al., 2004) and rice
(Oryza sativa) (Hirose et al., 2008), and fifteen in Populus (An et al.,
2014). Further, EST data revealed multiple SuSy genes in LP (Nairn
et al., 2008). During our analysis, we identified a SuSy gene that is
8 kb in length and shares highest sequence identity (90–99%) with
LP, Picea sitchensis, and Pinus pinaster SuSy genes. The SuSy gene
sequence from the BAC clone was interrupted by fourteen introns,
which is consistent with intron-exon structures for other SuSy genes
from Pinus pinaster, Arabidopsis, rice (Oryza sativa), Populus, and
cotton (Gossypium arboreum) with 12–14 exons, indicating struc-
tural conservation of SuSy homologs (An et al., 2014; Chen et al.,
2012; Seoane-Zonjic et al., 2016). Besides its role in cellulose
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biosynthesis, SuSy is reported to be involved in environmental
stress tolerance (Hirose et al., 2008; Geigenberger et al., 1997),
starch biosynthesis (Chourey et al., 1998; Baroja-Fernández et al.,
2003), and nitrogen fixation (Gordon et al., 1999; Horst et al.,
2007), suggesting functional divergence of the SuSy gene family
during evolution (Chen et al., 2012).

(D) GDP-D-mannose pyrophosphorylase (GMPase) – Besides cellulose,
hemicelluloses (i.e. xyloglucans, xylans, mannans, and gluco-
mannans) are a major component of plant cell walls (primary and
secondary), and thereby contribute to wood formation (Lerouxel
et al., 2006). Complex cross-linking of cellulose by hemicelluloses
during growth and morphogenesis permits the cell wall to be
strong, yet flexible (Scheller and Ulvskov, 2010). Glucomannans,
desirable in energy feedstocks for bioethanol production, are more
abundant in the secondary cell wall of LP and other softwoods,
whereas xyloglucans are more abundant in angiosperm secondary
cell walls (Pauly and Keegstra, 2008; Suzuki et al., 2006). The
primary substrate for assembly of the glucomannan hemicelluloses
in the cell walls of wood-forming tissues is GDP-D-mannose, and the
polymerization reaction is catalyzed by mannan and glucomannan
synthase activities encoded by CslA genes, which have been iden-
tified in a number of plant species (Nairn et al., 2008; Pauly and
Keegstra, 2008; Liepman et al., 2007; Dhugga et al., 2004; Hazen
et al., 2002). More specifically, GDP-D-mannose pyrophosphorylase
(GMPase, EC 2.7.7.22), localized to the cytosol, is the enzyme that
catalyzes the synthesis of GDP-D-mannose from D-mannose-1-
phosphate (Conklin et al., 1999). During our analysis, two GMPase-
encoding LP genes, GMP1 and GMP2, which are 1.6 kb and 2.2 kb
in length, respectively, were identified. Sequence alignment re-
vealed that GMP1 shares 100% (E-value=0) and 95% (E-
value=0) sequence identity to LP and Picea sitchensis GMPase
genes, respectively, whereas GMP2 shares 99% (E-value= 0) and
92% (E= 0) sequence identity to LP and Picea glauca GMPase
genes, respectively. GMP1 and GMP2 consist of four exons sepa-
rated by three introns (Fig. 2) which is in agreement with the
number of exons in the GMPase homolog of acerola (Malpighia
glabra) (Badejo et al., 2008). In a comparative genomics study of LP
ESTs where putative LP protein sequences were compared with
those from angiosperms and a phylogeny inferred from protein
sequence alignments, it was found that the two LP GMPase genes
are more closely related to each other than to orthologs from other
taxa (Nairn et al., 2008).

(E) Phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL) – Lignin, the second most
abundant plant biopolymer after cellulose, is particularly abundant
in wood-forming cells, such as tracheids, wood fibers, and vessel
elements that undergo secondary cell-wall thickening, and is
covalently linked to non-cellulosic cell-wall polysaccharides
(Wagner et al., 2012; Zhong and Ye, 2009). The polymer is vital for
plant fitness, vascular integrity, and pathogen defense in conifers,
although it is an undesirable barrier to pulp and paper manu-
facturing. Some of the key molecular players involved in the lig-
nification process has been identified and characterized in various
plant species including conifers such as LP (Whetten et al., 2001)
and Pinus radiata (Wagner et al., 2011).
Lignin is created though the dehydrogenative polymerization of p-
hydroxycinnamyl alcohols (monolignols): p-coumaryl alcohol,
coniferyl alcohol, and sinapyl alcohol (Zhong and Ye, 2009). Of
note, p-coumaryl alcohol and coniferyl alcohol are the principal
building blocks of conifer (softwoods) lignin, which is primarily
composed of p-hydroxyphenyl (H) and guaiacyl (G) units, and lacks
the sinapyl alcohol-derived syringyl (S) units that are commonly
found in hardwoods (Wagner et al., 2012; Umezawa, 2010). The
biosynthesis of monolignols in conifers starts with deamination of
L-phenylalanine by phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL; EC 4.3.1.5)
producing p-coumarate, which is the common precursor for the
lignin and flavonoids biosynthetic pathways (Boerjan et al., 2003;

Bagal et al., 2011). Most enzymes involved in monolignol bio-
synthesis in conifers seem to be encoded by multi-gene families,
and recently multiple PAL genes were discovered in the LP genome
(Bagal et al., 2011; Whetten and Sederoff, 1992). During our ana-
lysis, we identified a PAL gene which is 2.1 kb in length and shares
98% sequence identity to LP, and 97% sequence identity to Pinus
massoniana, Pinus pinaster, and Pinus tabuliformis. Unlike angios-
perm PAL genes, which include one intron and two exons, we ob-
served no introns in the LP PAL gene (single exonic gene) (Fig. 2),
which is consistent with the previous studies where PAL genes from
Pinus banksiana (Bagal et al., 2011) and Picea glauca (Stival Sena
et al., 2014) were shown to be intronless. Also, intronless PAL
genes were observed in Ginkgo biloba, which implies intronless PAL
genes might be a unique feature in gymnosperms (Xu et al., 2008).
However, an intronless PAL gene in Bambusa oldhamii was dis-
covered recently (first intronless PAL gene reported in angios-
perms) (Hsieh et al., 2011). Since introns may have a significant
effect on expression profile of a particular gene, such as enhanced
transcriptional efficiency, the significance of presence vs. absence
of intron(s) in this gene is of interest (Le Hir et al., 2003).

(F) Caffeoyl-CoA 3-O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT) – One of the key
enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of monolignols is caffeoyl-
CoA 3-O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT, EC 2.1. 1.104) which me-
thylates caffeoyl-CoA (the preferred substrate for CCoAOMT) to
produce feruloyl-CoA, which is primarily involved in biosynthesis
of G-type lignin in coniferous gymnosperms-(Wagner et al., 2011).
Suppression of CCoAOMT expression in angiosperm species caused
a 20–45% reduction in lignin content (mainly reduction of G- and
S-lignin) indicating that CCoAOMT is the precursor for both lignin
types in angiosperms (Wagner et al., 2012). In contrast, in
CCoAOMT-suppressed Pinus radiata transgenic lines, a 20% re-
duction of lignin content was observed with marked decrease in G-
type lignin and increase in H type lignin, resulting in a 10-fold
increase in the H/G ratio (Wagner et al., 2011). During our ana-
lysis, we discovered a CCoAOMT gene which is 3 kb in length and
shares 94% sequence identity to LP and Pinus pinaster EST se-
quences. The genomic sequence of the LP CCoAOMT gene was
composed of five exons separated by four introns (Fig. 2), and this
structure is consistent with most of the angiosperms, which have
from two to four exons (Barakat et al., 2011; Guillet-Claude et al.,
2004).

(G) Laccase (lac) – During lignification, monolignol precursors (i.e., H,
G, and, S units of lignin) synthesized in the cytoplasm are trans-
ported to the cell wall, where they are oxidized by laccases and/or
peroxidases to initiate the polymerization process (Berthet et al.,
2012). Laccases, which are members of multicopper oxidase fa-
mily, are among the most abundant proteins in lignin-rich Pinus
radiata compression wood, suggesting the importance of laccases in
conifer lignin polymerization (Mast et al., 2010). Purified laccase
from cell walls of LP has been shown to be involved in oxidation of
coniferyl alcohol in vitro (Bao et al., 1993; O'Malley et al., 1993).
Nevertheless, determining the specific role(s) of laccases/perox-
idases in lignin polymerization process is far from complete. We
identified an apparent lac8 gene, which is 3.4 kb in length and
shares 99% and 75% sequence identity to two LP lac genes (i.e.,
lac8 and lac7, respectively). The lac8 gene from our BAC is struc-
tured with six exons and five introns (Fig. 2), and shows structural
similarity to angiosperm laccase homologs that are composed of
four to six exons (Liang et al., 2006; McCaig et al., 2005; Gavnholt
et al., 2002; Tomkova et al., 2012).

(H) MYB transcription factor (MYB) – The regulation of lignin bio-
synthesis is complex and involves a large number of transcriptional
regulators. The vast majority of these transcriptional activators and
repressors belong to the MYB family, one of the largest families of
plant transcription factors (Zhong and Ye, 2009; Zhao and Dixon,
2011). The identified MYB transcription factors likely activate
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expression of lignin-related genes in conifers by binding to AC
elements present in the promoter region of lignin-related genes
which are expressed in developing wood that undergoes secondary
cell wall thickening and lignin biosynthesis (Bomal et al., 2008;
Patzlaff et al., 2003a; Patzlaff et al., 2003b; Bedon et al., 2007). For
example, LP PtMYB4 (which is homologous to Arabidopsis
AtMYB46) induced the expression of certain lignin biosynthetic
genes leading to ectopic lignin deposition and increased secondary
cell wall thickening in transgenic tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum)
(Patzlaff et al., 2003a). Similar phenotypic effects were observed in
transgenic spruce (Picea glauca) which overexpressed LP PtMYB1
and PtMYB8 (which are the respective homologs of Arabidopsis
AtMYB85 and AtMYB46) (Zhao and Dixon, 2011; Bomal et al.,
2008). During our analysis, we sequenced the MYB8 gene which is
2.4 kb in length and shares 99% sequence identity to LP and 98%
sequence identity to Pinus pinaster ESTs. The genomic sequence of
MYB8 comprises three exons separated by two introns (Fig. 2),
which is consistent with previous studies of angiosperms and some
other gymnosperms, such as Picea glauca, where variable numbers
of introns (i.e. zero to three) were observed (Stival Sena et al.,
2014; Bedon et al., 2007).

3.9. Intron and exons

For the ten genes described above, the average number of exons per
gene, average lengths of exons and introns, and percentages of exonic
and intronic regions were determined. The average number of exons
per gene (7.3) was smaller than the average number of exons (9.25) of
some secondary cell-wall formation and nitrogen metabolism genes in
Picea glauca and some angiosperm species (Stival Sena et al., 2014). For
the majority of the large genes that we characterized (i.e. CCoAOMT,
CesA1, CesA2, and SuSy1), percentages of intronic sequences are larger
than the percentages of exonic sequences. Additionally, presence of
large amounts of intronic sequence per gene in Picea glauca has been
reported (Stival Sena et al., 2014). This has largely been due to the
presence of long introns and repetitive element sequences which are
ubiquitously harbored in introns (Stival Sena et al., 2014; Nystedt et al.,
2013). Accumulation of one or a few longer introns, a conserved fea-
ture, in species with larger genomes such as Picea abies, Picea glauca,
and LP has been observed across gymnosperm taxa (Nystedt et al.,
2013; Stival Sena et al., 2014; Wegrzyn et al., 2014). The longest re-
ported intron length in this set of ten genes is 1.5 kb. Longer introns
such as 159 kb and 68 kb have been previously reported in LP and Picea
glauca, respectively (Wegrzyn et al., 2014; Nystedt et al., 2013). How-
ever, of the above ten genes characterized, median intron length was
159 bp which is similar to Picea glauca (155 bp) and other plant species
(100–200 bp). While it is likely that long introns represent a relatively
small fraction of overall intronic content in conifers (Stival Sena et al.,
2014), the limited size of individual LP BAC clone inserts (ca. 100 kb)
(Magbanua et al., 2011) would greatly limit the probability of detecting
very long introns (i.e., a 159 kb intron will not be discovered by se-
quencing a 100 kb BAC). The significance of longer introns in the LP
genome has yet to be understood, even though it is observed that en-
hanced gene expression is associated with increased intron length in
rice (Oryza sativa) and Arabidopsis thaliana (Ren et al., 2006).

4. Conclusions

Cot analysis provided an overview of the LP genome. Of note, the
genome is roughly 80% repetitive DNA. Single/low-copy (SL) DNA
accounts for 10% of the genome; however, the majority of SL DNA is
apparently gene/repeat-poor DNA. Analysis of sequence from 99 BAC
clones using combinations of similarity-based and ab initio gene pre-
diction approaches resulted in identification of 154 gene models of
which ten had sufficient support to be declared genes. The ten verified
genes, which were all targeted, are involved in LP wood formation and

carbon metabolism. Of the ten genes putatively associated with wood-
formation, four (CesA1, CesA2, KOR, and SuSy1) appear involved in
cellulose biosynthesis, two (GMP1 and GMP2) in hemicellulose bio-
synthesis, and four (PAL, CCoAOMPT, Lac 8, and MYB 8) have been
associated with lignification pathways. The identification and char-
acterization of these genes related to wood formation should provide
important tools for the genetic manipulation of wood property traits in
LP and other conifers.
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